Merge eFilm Workstation

A stand-alone solution for all sizes of organizations to view and manage images

To ensure quality care, your organization must get the right image to the right clinician at the right time...in a cost-effective manner.

For large organizations, you need a solution that is easy to use and robust enough to handle image viewing, DICOM import and exporting to CDs. You also want a tool to meet your unique workflow needs.

For smaller entities, you need a viewing solution that provides a mechanism for primary study reading, study routing, and local and remote archiving.

Now you do.

How we help you

Flexible in nature, eFilm Workstation can supplement your current PACS workflow or serve as a primary workstation. An FDA Class II workstation, it has many tools including image management and distribution with DICOM Query/Retrieve, CD/DVD burning and auto-routing of studies.
A primary diagnostic viewer with hanging protocols, key images, SUVs for PET/CT, MIP, MPR and more, eFilm Workstation has the features necessary to succeed in today’s demanding environment.

eFilm Workstation supports the daily workflow of any imaging environment. With eFilm Workstation you can:
- Store and distribute DICOM studies and archive studies in the cloud via iConnect® Cloud Archive
- Support all imaging modalities with a complete imaging and diagnostic workstation.
- Provide studies to patients and referring physicians with robust CD and DVD burning.
- Act as a hub for auto-routing of studies to other eFilm installations, PACS or iConnect Cloud Archive.

**Merge Radiology Solutions**

Merge Radiology Solutions provide a suite of products for the entire radiology business. From the modality to the front office to the back office, Merge Radiology Solutions provide more efficient workflow, access to archived images and the functionality to meet Meaningful Use. Merge has been delivering Radiology Solutions for more than 20 years. Using Merge Radiology Solutions, hospitals, imaging centers, physicians and patients have benefitted from the efficiencies and cost savings that come from best-of-breed imaging and information solutions.

**Merge eFilm Solution Suite**

- **eFilm Workstation**
  Access, annotate, store and distribute radiology studies from a flexible, local, thick client workstation.

- **eFilm Scan**
  Scan your radiology films and import them into eFilm or your PACS for comparison or archiving.

Try a free 30-day trial today!
Visit estore.merge.com